, often in Terminal 5. Less often, on a train: eyes fixed on the land, shaped by centuries of force and will. Here in London, the week is highly structured. Monday is working with colleagues to gather material for the week's issue.
Reading and writing first drafts of editorials. Checking comments, news and perspectives. A journal is like Strictly Come Dancing (not the X Factor). You can see, even understand, the individual parts, but how it all comes together is a mystery. Tuesday we go to press at 4 pm. Then we relax: when I first arrived at the The Lancet in 1990, the managing editor allowed us one glass of sherry each. Sadly, no longer. Wednesday is for catching up. Meetings, reading, spending as much time out of the office as possible. By Thursday the cycle begins again. It never gets boring. Morning: choosing editorial subjects and the line we will take. Afternoon: our main peer-review meeting of the week, usually with outside guests. Friday is a day to review problem papers (allegations of fraud) and policies, and to update our plans for the coming weeks and months. In between these meetings, correspondence takes its sorry toll. I try, but always fail, to reply to emails.
18:00. Home. And homework. Hamsters. Fish. Food. Fight to the death with pillows over a carpet of quicksand (I must always lose). Quiet. Books and papers. Film, sometimes. And Lagavulin 16. Better than sherry.
One aspect of work you most look forward to each day
Every good editor should be fired. I wait for that day.
One aspect of work you least look forward to each day
The telephone.
A person who has inspired you most at work (past or present)
Then: Bill Hoffenburg: for his clinical skill, intellectual acuity, quiet integrity, human kindness, and commitment to health and human justice. Now: Amartya Sen: for his ability to use ideas to change lives, and to do so with generosity, sympathy, scholarship, and literary style.
The most significant achievement of your career
A soulmate. A daughter. A book.
List your reasons for choosing this career
Two teachers in Bristol. Ann Bowler, who made writing matter. Ron Cockitt, who made biology a dangerous and surprising way to study and see the world.
Alternative career (in another lifetime)
Smoking kif in Tangier and writing.
Non-medical book(s) you are currently reading

